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DAY 1—Tippity Witchity 

It is so dark that I can see the Milky Way. It looks like a 
seine net of lights thrown out across the constellations.  
I am standing quite awestruck on the front deck of 

Moment of Zen, while behind me young boat dog and 
sometime navigator-trainee Sammy is following up on 
each plop and burp of water below us as fish feed or flee 
according to their lot in life. Number one dog, first officer 
Bindi, wiser or lazier (the two qualities are possibly related) 
is stretched out in the cockpit, quietly alert or asleep, I can’t 
tell. Off our bow lies little Tippity Witchity Island, its 
tree-lined shore and single dock unseen in the blackness.  
To the right and left are the two sparsely populated shores  
of the upper St. Marys River, equally unseen. 

We have come to the top of the St. Marys on our first 
night of a Potomac cruise, and as I search among the stars  
I am also searching for a way to describe this mightiest  
of Chesapeake tributaries. Not just to describe it, you 
understand, but to make you ache to see it for yourselves. 
Well, we’ll see, I finally tell myself, and shoo the dogs into the 
cabin for a good night’s sleep. 

Below in my bunk my head still buzzes with the day’s 
journey. It’s no secret that the Potomac is my favorite of all 
rivers, and from the moment I round Point Lookout—unless I 
am figuratively fighting for my life against one of its tantrums 
sparked by an ebb flow and east wind, or the opposite—I am 
anticipating each river and creek and arguing with myself 
over what to see and what to miss on this trip. 

On this day, we had skated down the Bay from Annapolis 
on a favorable current and a modest north wind, losing both 
the ebb and the wind only late in the afternoon off Point No 
Point. September’s light fades early, but we still had time to 

Tippity Witchity Island
LOCATION: Top of  
St. Marys River, Maryland

ANCHORING: Sound out 
the area in front of the island 
(it’s too shallow behind for 
most cruising boats and 
power lines cross over the 
east channel). You’ll find 8 
to 10 feet close to shore on 
the east side and all along in 
front of the island. Holding is 
good Potomac mud.

WHAT’S WITH THE 
NAME?  According to local 
lore, Tippity Witchity is a 
corruption of the name 
“Tippling and Witchery 
Island,” named for a house 
of ill-repute located there 
following the Civil War.

YOU’LL WANT TO SEE THIS
story and photos by Jody Argo Schroath

Come along on Part One of Moment of Zen’s Potomac River cruise.  
There will be ghosts & the threat of a gale. 
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begin the trek upriver. And as we entered the Potomac on a 
rising flood, I took aim for the tip of St. George Island, which 
rose indistinctly out of the late-afternoon haze. 

We passed the zig-zag entrance to Smith Creek, and I 
remembered a dozen nights of anchoring there, sometimes 
cold and biting, other times hot and buggy, and a few, well, 
downright perfect. There were still more to try out, but they 
would wait. I was excited about making it all the way to the 
St. Marys River in one giant step. 

As I rounded the mile-long shoal off Kitts Point and 
turned Moment of Zen north, a zephyr of an offshore breeze 
set up, and I pulled out the jib to catch a bit of it as I passed 
inside. “Ah,” I said quite audibly. I was pleased with the soft 
heat of the day and its sigh of a breeze, the late-day light that 
cast the world in ochre, the prospect of drifting up the St. 
Marys after seven years absence, and the ghosts of the river’s 
long, somnambulant past.

Most of those ghosts are probably busy haunting Historic 
St. Mary’s City, I thought as we drifted past the entrance to St. 
Inigoes Creek. St. Mary’s City, five miles upriver, was the first 
capital of Maryland, but was effectively abandoned not long 
after Annapolis was established as the new seat of 
government in 1694. After moldering under fields of tobacco, 
corn and wheat for nearly three centuries, the town was 
resurrected as an archeological site. Now several of its major 
buildings, including the old Jesuit chapel, have been rebuilt or 
restored and its more modest dwellings marked by “ghost 
frames”—three-dimensional timber-frame outlines that lend 
the landscape an eerie tinker-toy, there-but-not-there feeling.

I rounded Church Point, with its large white cross, as the 
daylight seemed to linger and a group of children continued 
their play along its banks as the adults took a few final casts 
into the water from a small boat ramp nearby.

Cheek by jowl with the old city on the other side of 
Church Point lie the un-ghostly buildings of St. Mary’s College, 
which, along with its academic achievements, boasts one of 
the best collegiate sailing teams in the country. Boaters 
benefit from this distinction by anchoring in the Horseshoe,  

The sailing fleet  

at the St. Mary’s 

College waterfront.
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a large basin at the foot of the school, and dinghying into its 
docks to visit the school and St. Mary’s City.

On this afternoon, a single sailboat had the basin to itself. 
It was tempting, but I was determined to get to the top. Two 
miles and several points and turns later, I finally spotted little 
Tippity Wichity Island ahead, its tree-lined shore black against 
the sky’s pastel pink and purple. Quickly, I sounded the area 
for good water and finally let go the anchor in about 8 feet. 
The air and water were so still I had to nudge the boat back 
several times to keep the chain from piling up. Finally, I was 
happy with the scope and backed down a final time. I cut 
the engines just as the stars began to appear above in  
the darkness.

I awake the next morning to coffee and the weather 
report, as usual. The coffee is good, but the weather news is 
not. Remnants of Hurricane Maria are expected to raise gale 
warnings on the lower Potomac and small craft warnings 
over the upper river the day after next. I don’t want to get 
caught short of my goal of Washington, D.C. before I have to 
turn back, so reluctantly, I scrap my plan for a day or two of 
poking in and out of the rivers and creeks that sprout like 
broccoli from the Potomac’s Maryland shore: Breton and St. 
Clements bays, the Wicomico River, Cobb Island and Port 
Tobacco River. 

When you come—and you will, won’t you?—be sure to 
go up Breton Bay to Leonardtown, where there’s a free town 
dock with an easy walk uphill into the historic and charming 
downtown. Then go up St. Clements Bay and anchor in one 
of its beautiful creeks like Canoe Neck or stop at one of the 
marinas on St. Patricks Creek. The next day, anchor off 
Bushwood Wharf on the Wicomico River and dinghy ashore 
to Quades General Store. Order a crabcake sandwich. If the 
late Mrs. Quade has passed down her recipe, it will be one of 
the best you’ve ever had.

As for me, in the worst tradition of boating, I have a 
deadline for getting back and the specter of gale-force winds 

Historic St. Mary’s City
LOCATION: Five miles up 
St. Marys River

GETTING THERE: Anchor 
in the Horseshoe Bend 
or Tippity Witchity and 
dinghy into St. Mary’s 
College docks. It’s a short 
walk from there. Or come 
by land yacht with kayak 
and launch from the 
beach. There is a boat 
ramp off Beachville Road 
on Smith Creek.

CONTACT:  
hsmcdigshistory.org 

Passing under the 

Governor Harry Nice 

Memorial Bridge,  

just outside of 

Leonardtown, Md.
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nipping at my heels. So with Sammy in the navigator’s chair 
and Bindi keeping an eye on things from her bunker in the 
forward berth, I point Moment of Zen down the St. Marys  
and back out onto the Potomac to see how far upriver I can 
get today. 

DAY 2—Wades Bay 

As far as I can get turns out to be Wades Bay, a large 
crescent scooped out the eastern shore of the 
Potomac just north of Maryland Point and at the 

northern end of the river’s great s-turn. This is also where 
the Potomac shrinks from an extra-large-sized river to a 
large-sized one. Here, I turn off the channel and begin 
sounding for good water. Since the wind overnight is to stay 
from the northeast, I look for and find a good spot, 100 feet 
outside the 4-foot contour close to shore and put down the 
anchor in 6 feet. 

The sun sets, the last of the day-trippers pulled up on the 
sandy south shore heads home, and we enjoy another sweet 
and peaceful night. A person could be spoiled by this. 

The next morning, bundled against the chill, I come on 
deck to find tumbleweeds of mist rolling over the warm river. 
They evaporate quickly in the warmth of the rising sun and 
are gone by the time I have the anchor back aboard and we 
are motoring along the shoreline.

My first stop this morning is one of the river’s most 
unusual attractions. Just north of Wades Bay is Mallows Bay, 
graveyard of more than a hundred wooden steamships 
built—many in Baltimore—to help carry goods during World 
War I. But the war ended before most of them were 
completed, so after little to no service, most of the fleet was 
towed here to be set on fire, their ashes to become another 
ingredient in the chemically complex Potomac mud. But in a 
final chapter in a misbegotten history, many of them didn’t 
burn completely, and so their skeletons became a macabre 

Waterfront estates 

overlook the Potomac on 

the route to Wades Bay.



attraction for generations of passersby. Now, however, the 
“ghost fleet” and Mallows Bay are in line to become a 
National Marine Sanctuary. 

It’s not the kind of place you’d want to take your 
cruising boat. The waters are chock-a-block with snags. But 

it’s a good place to explore carefully by dinghy or small 
boat or, best of all, kayak. There is a convenient boat 
ramp on the bay’s north side. 

I content myself with drifting as close as I dare to the 
largest ship’s skeleton and then slip the engines into neutral 

in the probably deluded hope that that would at least keep 
the props safe. Fortune smiles, and I spend a good hour 
watching the birds fly in and out—the fishing here, as you 
can imagine, is terrific—and examining the wrecks through 
the binoculars. Then I’m on my way.

Beyond Mallows Bay, I pass by a lot of other things I’d 
meant to revisit, which I am going to tell you about so that 
on your trip up the Potomac you’ll remember to allow time 
to stop, or at least slow down and look. Because, as 
beautiful as the lower Potomac is with its wide-open spaces, 
red-clay cliffs and big rivers, it is reminiscent of a number of 
the Bay’s big rivers such as the lower Choptank or even the 
lower James. But the upper Potomac could never be 
mistaken for anywhere else. 

Take the great grey eminence of Fort Washington, for 
example, Washington, D.C.’s only line of defense until the 
Civil War. The channel here comes so close to it that you feel 
your next turn might be in through the front gate. Shortly 
afterward, the channel switches sides once again, this time to 
the Virginia side, and by and by you look up and spot the 
white eminence of George Washington’s Mount Vernon, 
which looks benevolently down from its bluff-top perch like 
some Colonial-columned Valhalla. You can pull off into the 
short Mount Vernon channel here and dock at the visitors’ 
pier (recreational craft take the right side, tour boats the left) 
for a visit, though not overnight.

Then coming around Sheridan Point, the singularly low 
urban skyline of Washington suddenly comes into view, with 
the Washington Monument commanding center stage, 
bookended by Washington Cathedral on its distant hill to the 
south and the Capital building on the north. It’s a sight that 
never ceases to thrill, no matter how many times you come 
up the Potomac. It gives me a thrill just remembering it as I 
write it down.

But now the channel switches sides once more, and just 
about the time you are beginning to feel like a billiard ball in a 
four-carom set, you emerge from behind Rosier Bluff to find 
the crazy Willie Wonka world of National Harbor 
immediately off your starboard bow. With its 17-story-tall 
Capital Wheel set at the end of the marina dock, the five-
story-tall glass atrium of the Gaylord Convention Center and, 
in the distance, the giant screen of the new MGM Grand Hotel 
and Casino, National Harbor sure knows how to lighten  
the mood.

Mallows Bay
LOCATION: Roughly 58 
miles upriver from Point 
Lookout.

GETTING THERE: There 
is a Charles County boat 
ramp right on Mallows Bay, 
off Wilson Landing Road.

TECHNIQUE:  As I 
mentioned, not a good 
place to cruise around 
because of all the snags 
below the surface and 
because it gets quite 
shallow once you get 
inside. A kayak would 
be ideal for visiting this 
fascinating place. It’s a very 
popular fishing spot for 
small craft as well. Failing 
that, just stop outside for a 
good look.

COMMENTS:  In addition 
to the 100 or so World 
War I ships, marine 
archaeologists have found 
the remains of everything 
from a 20th century ferry 
boat to Revolutionary War-
era watercraft. The whole 
crazy, convoluted story 
about how the Ghost Fleet 
got to Mallows Bay  
is one I’d like to write  
about someday.

The distinctive  

Capital Wheel marks 

the approach to 

National Harbor.
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DAY 3—National Harbor

T he National Harbor channel leaves the main  
Potomac channel just beyond Rosier Cliffs and skirts 
the shallow center of Smoots Bay before cutting over 

from the Gaylord dock to the marina. I stop for fuel and then 
bow into my slip on the dock nearest shore. The docks are 
floating and the finger piers about 40 feet long, so all of this 
is a piece of cake. Now I have National Harbor off the bow 
and the Capital Wheel off the stern. 

Wait, I’ll tell you more, but the dogs have lined up at the 
door, so I need to attend to that first.

I snap on the leashes and we head down the dock, 
 up the ramp and through the gate to the broad busy dock 
for the short walk to shore. Here we skirt the small patch of 
beach where a gaggle of children is clambering happily over 
the hands and face of the Awakening, a 700-foot-long metal 
sculpture of a giant emerging from the sand, arms and legs 
outstretched. Up the steps, we find clusters of adults happily 

Families enjoy a 

Lilliputian experience  

at National Harbor’s 

Awakening installation.
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snapping photos of each other shaking hands with a life-sized 
statue of Abraham Lincoln or with their arm around Frederick 
Douglass. At their left, George Washington doffs his tricorn 
and welcomes us to American Way. 

We walk past them and stroll in the shade of the 
sycamore trees that line American Way in the style of a 
Mediterranean boulevard. Here we pass Rosie the Riveter and 
Henry Ford, and there Winston Churchill and Dwight 
Eisenhower. We cross a street with Louis Armstrong playing 
the trumpet on one side, apparently for the benefit of Marilyn 
Monroe on the other. At Marilyn Monroe, we turn right 
toward the Gaylord Convention Center, where I remember 
there are some nice bits of grass.

Later, walking back toward the water, I try to pigeon-hole 
the National Harbor experience. It’s not a real place, because 
nobody actually works here except the service people and 
shop-keepers. Even in a tourist destination like St. Augustine 
or Daytona Beach, there are people going about their 
everyday lives as librarians and accountants and so forth. But 
it’s not a theme park either. You don’t pay admission, and you 
can buy a condo and live here. But although you can live 
here, it’s not a town either. I’ve been here half a dozen times, 
and I still can’t figure it out. 

I give it up and call my friend and occasional cruising 
companion Kathy who lives in D.C. and talk her into meeting 
me after work tonight for a visit to the new casino. She arrives 
and we drive over in her car, since the shuttles seem to stop 
at 7:00 except on weekends, and a few minutes later step off 
the elevator into the casino. 

What can you say about a $1.2 billion casino and hotel?  
I don’t know. The casino alone contains 130,000 square 
feet of uber-cool over-the-top décor—Las Vegas with a few 
nods to Maryland and the District, like giant stylized cherry 
blossoms—acres of slot machines, gaming tables, shops  
and restaurants. 

National Harbor
LOCATION: Inside Smoots 
Bay, 85 miles upriver from  
Point Lookout.

GETTING THERE:  The 
channel into National 
Harbor Marina is well 
marked and easy to 
follow. The marina 
accepts overnight and 
hourly transients, and 
it has fuel. Kayaks and 
paddleboats are available 
for rent, though I wouldn’t 
recommend the latter for 
anything but very calm 
days. This is open water, 
and the Potomac at this 
point is still broader than 
any other river on the  
Bay. You could put in  
a trailer boat at Gravelly 
Point off the George 
Washington Parkway 
on the Virginia side or at 
Marshall Hall Boat Ramp 
off Bryans Road on the 
Maryland side.

COMMENTS:   
You can walk to most 
things and a lot of shops 
and restaurants. The catfish 
and watermelon with 
basil lunch at Succotash is 
yummy. You can catch a 
shuttle to nearby Tanger 
Outlets and the MGM 
Casino or take a water taxi 
to Old Town Alexandria, 
the Wharf, Georgetown 
and Nationals Park.

Icons of American 

history liven up  

the sidewalks at  

National Harbor.
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We walk around and through, 
poking our noses in here and there, 
admiring the 3-foot high stack of 
macarons on the counter of Bellagio 
Patisserie and the glass walls of stilettos 
at SJP (Sarah Jessica Parker). All the 
while we are feeling a bit like two 
gingham-clad Dorothys on the Yellow 
Brick Road. 

So we go to eat, and immediately 
feel more comfortable. We know how 
to do this. We choose José Andrés’s 
restaurant and order with abandon. 
Shrimp and grits. New England mussels. 
Maryland crab cakes. Fried Virginia 
oysters. José’s cheddar biscuits. Atlantic 
Beach pie.

After dinner, we venture into the 
gaming rooms, where Kathy studies the 
instructions for the slot machines and 
then quickly loses her allotment. We 
call it a night. It’s been fun, but I’m still 
feeling my inner Dorothy. Kathy drives 
back into the city, and I walk out the 
dock to fetch my own little Totos for 
their evening walk.

Late that night, I stand in the stern, 
mesmerized by the 180-foot tall, 
purple-lighted Ferris wheel and its 
perfectly reflected twin in the dead-still 
water below, turning and turning 
silently in the night. I have checked and 
rechecked the weather forecast. No 
change. Gale warnings beginning at 
noon tomorrow for the Potomac from 
Point Lookout to Cobb Island. Small 
craft warnings above Cobb Island. 

On the face of it, a calm night 
before a storm is no different than a 
calm night before a calm day. Yet the 
former seems to hold suspended within 
its slowly vibrating molecules a world of 
worry and a Pandora’s box of trouble. 
The important thing, I tell myself, is to 
get a good early start tomorrow. With 
that, I tear myself away from the hypnotic 
spinning wheel and descend into the 
cabin and bed. Tomorrow, D.C.! !
Cruising Editor Jody Argo Schroath, with 
the help and not infrequent hindrance of 
ship’s dogs Bindi and Sammy, goes up and 
down Bay’s rivers and creeks in search of 
adventure and good stories.
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DAY 4 & 5—Washington Channel 

At first light, it is the job of some metaphysical 
employee to hit the pause button, and for a few 
minutes—maybe half an hour—the wind holds its 

breath, darkness melts away and the familiar world 
reestablishes itself before getting on with business. This  
is the best time in the world to be out on the water. This  
is why watermen would rather be watermen than kings  
or orthodontists.

I’m out on the water too. It’s first light on a late 
September day, and I’m on the fourth day of a Potomac 
cruise aboard my 36-foot cat Moment of Zen, in the 
company of Ship’s Dogs Nos. 1 and 2. I have spent the first 
two nights at anchorages, one at the top of the St. Marys 
River and the other in Wades Bay, before stopping at 
National Harbor, especially to see the new MGM Grand 
Casino. That was the subject of part one of this story. In 
part two, my last stop heading north will be Washington 
D.C., where I’m hoping to get a first look at The Wharf,  
the huge new development that is reshaping the Southwest 
waterfront. I say I hoping because I don’t yet know how 
much I’ll be able to see since the Wharf’s grand opening  
is still a couple of weeks away. But there is always plenty to 
do there anyway, so I’m not worried. After Washington,  
I’ll come down the Virginia side of the Potomac, stopping 
at Colonial Beach to see how the former Stanford Marine 
Railway is doing, and then make a final anchorage 
somewhere I haven’t decided on yet. The Potomac is so full 
of great places to visit, it’s hard to choose only a few, so I’m 
pointing out a few extra stops along the way in case your 
Potomac cruise is longer. I sure hope so!

I’ve also spent the last few days preoccupied with 
staying out in front of the remnants of Hurricane Maria, 

YOU’LL WANT TO SEE THIS
PART II

story and photos by Jody Argo Schroath

Come along, we’re back on the Potomac. Prepare for a busy city,  
a charming town and an unfortunate anchorage.
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which has come up from ravaging Puerto Rico to harry the 
coast of North Carolina and up the southern Bay as far as 
the lower Potomac. There are gale warnings on the river 
today as far as Indian Head, with small craft warnings 
filling in the rest up to DC.

But at the moment I’m skimming across the still water 
like cold butter on a hot skillet, retracing the channel out of 
Smoots Bay and into the Potomac. I look down 
mechanically to check the instruments and am stunned to 
see the depth suddenly drop from 6 feet to 1 foot beneath 
my keel.

“What the  . . . ?!” I say, reaching up quickly to throttle 
back to neutral. I look at the Garmin chartplotter. It says I 
should have 8 to 9 feet under me. The Navionics chart on my 
iPad at the helm says the same. 

“Here’s a lesson, Navigator Trainee,” I say to No. 2 Ship’s 
Dog Sammy, who is watching for alligators. “It doesn’t 
matter how many charts say you’ve got water under you,  
if you stop moving you’ve run aground.” 

We haven’t actually grounded yet, so I slip into reverse 
and cautiously back out the way we came. It seems to take 
forever for the depth to start coming back, but finally it does 
and I slip into neutral again to see where I went wrong.

I see at once that in my preoccupation with the 
pleasures of sliding through still water, I have skipped the 
last three markers, a bone-headed mistake. Happily, the 
bottom here is the consistency of space dust, so I’ve gotten 
off scot free. Chastened, I wind through the remaining 
markers and return to the Potomac channel.

I am out in the middle of the river when a Delta flight 
into National Airport roars by not very far overhead. Then 
the wind picks up and ruffles the picture-perfect reflections. 
Traffic crawls across the Woodrow Wilson Bridge.  
The pause in the day’s occupations is over.

I follow the channel across the river, where it passes 
under the Woodrow Wilson Bridge very near the Virginia 
shore. This is the location of Alexandria’s Jones Point Park 
and the Jones Point Lighthouse, which was built in 1855 and 

Approaching Washington, D.C. from 

the Potomac provides a unique 

perspective on the Nation’s Capital. 
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is really a little one-story house with a bright light on top.  
On the seawall nearby is the old survey stone that marks the 
southern boundary of the District of Columbia. As laid out 
by George Washington, its boundary included the city of 
Alexandria, but in 1847, that land was retroceded to Virginia 
and the line was reset at the high-water mark, though that in 
itself has changed plenty over the years.

Coming up a narrowing river has a special charm, and 
coming up the Potomac to D.C. is especially exciting 
because there is a lot going on. For example, at the same 
time I am passing Reagan National Airport on the Virginia 
side, on the Maryland side I am passing the Anacostia Flats, 
site of the Army’s old Bolling Field and the Navy’s old Air 
Station Anacostia, now combined into Joint Base Anacostia 
Bolling. Both date to the earliest days of aviation and have 
long and interesting histories of their own. 

But my favorite spot here, which I pass now, is the  
wholly unremarkable looking Giesboro Point, now part of the 
Anacostia Bolling base. It began its colonial life, unsurprisingly, 
as a tobacco plantation. During the Civil War, it became the 
Union Army’s principal staging area for its cavalry, processing 
more than 200,000 horses over the course of the war with 
roughly 20,000 in residence at any one time, producing 500 
aromatic tons of manure a day. It has also been a summer 
resort and the site of a large steel mill. I’ll bet you didn’t  
know that.

Giesboro Point also 
marks the junction of the 
Potomac and Anacostia 
rivers and Washington 
Channel. Here, I stay to 
starboard of the junction 
marker and look for the 
Anacostia first markers,  

“1” and “2”. Immediately afterward, I leave a second 
junction marker to starboard and head up the Washington 

Georgetown’s waterfront offers a 

lively riverside stroll, docking 

and other conveniences. 

CRUISE NOTE: 
Alexandria’s city marina is 
a great place to stop for a 

visit to Old Town.
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Channel. To port, I pass Hains Point, which marks the 
southern end of East Potomac Park, an artificial island that 
includes the Jefferson Memorial.

Working my way up Washington Channel, I dodge first 
a tour boat and then a paddleboarder, followed by four small 
sailboats, as one military helicopter after another roars by 
overhead. I am so busy dodging traffic and looking at the 
Washington Monument, which dominates the skyline, that I 
almost forget to watch for the new buildings of The Wharf. 
Just before I reach Gangplank Marina’s new long transient 
dock, I catch a glimpse, but they are hidden before I get a 
good look, out of view beyond Gangplank and Capital Yacht 
Club’s piers and boats.

An hour later, all tied up and walking Sammy and 
Bindi, I try again to get a good look at the new Wharf.  
I’m stymied again. Everything is behind chain-link fences. 
There are piles of construction material everywhere, and 
the sound of cranes and hammering nearly succeeds in 
drowning out the helicopters. I can’t make heads or tails  

of it, so I pick my way back through the construction and 
head back to the boat. But just before I reach it, I stop to 
buy a big juicy barbecue sandwich from King’s irresistibly 
aromatic stand at the edge of one of the old, slightly 
desolate little parks behind the marina. I sure hope Kings 
survives the change. The next day, I walk over to the 
National Mall and wander through the Sackler Museum, 
returning by way of the Tidal Basin and Jefferson 
Memorial. Yes, always lots to do here. !!!

Boating in Washington D.C. 

comes with its own unique 

scenery—including, but not 

limited to, military helicopters.

CRUISE NOTE: If you can get under a 18-foot bridge,  
continue up the Potomac past DC’s most famous sites to  
Georgetown Harbor, where you can dock for lunch.  
Then come back to Washington Channel for the night.
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Now I don’t want to leave without giving you a little 
idea of the Wharf. About two weeks after its grand 
opening, I return by car, in company with a couple of 
friends and relatives. We have a fine time, and I am 
immediately impressed with the access it gives people to 
the Southwest waterfront that they’ve never had before.  
We do have a hard time finding anywhere to eat because 
almost none of the 20-some restaurants in the works is 
open yet. When they do open (and some have by now) 
they will feature local rock-star chefs like Mike Isabella’s 
Requin and Fabio Trabocchi’s Del Mar. Rappahannock 
Oyster Company will have a new restaurant at the 
thoroughly wonderful Maine Street Fish Market.

First, there is not a chain-linked fence in sight. I don’t 
know where they were hiding all this stuff when I was there, 
but wow! It’s a beautiful Sunday, and, in the company of 
about half the population of Washington, we stroll down the 
broad walk that runs between the water and the restaurants, 
shops, lots of other stuff and Anthem, a 6,000-seat concert 
hall. Foo-Fighters headlined the grand opening there.

Then we walk out on the top tier of the pier that juts 
far out into the Washington Channel. Along the pier, 

people are playing giant-sized games like Battleship, taking 
pictures of themselves and each other in front of the water, 
and generally having a fine time. Below us on the lower 
deck of the pier, other people are renting watercraft of 
various kinds, taking little yellow water taxis across to  
East Potomac Park and also having a fine time. 

Hip eateries, a concert venue, 

luxury apartment buildings  

and a pier extending into prime 

waterfront are some features  

of District Wharf.

Fine weather brings  

crowds to D.C.’s bustling 

Wharf promenade.

Cruise Note: With the new transient slips right in the middle 
of it all, this is going to be a terrific place to visit. Pair that with 
a few remote anchorages along the way, and you’ve got a 
great cruise. Put it on your list.
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DAY 6 & 7—Colonial Beach

Sigh, it’s time to start home. Early the next morning, I 
begin my trip back downriver. The wind has let up and 
the gale warnings for the lower river have come down, 

though the small craft warnings for the river south of Indian 
Head remain. But I make good progress and late that 
afternoon, as I make the final bend past Tobacco River, I put 
up the sails and coast under the Harry W. Nice bridge.

It is nearly dark when I reach Colonial Beach, my 
destination for the night. I drop the sails off Gum Bar Point 
and turn up Monroe Bay, passing Colonial Beach Yacht 
Center then head for the northern shore where the channel 
runs just off the docks. Ten minutes later, I’m tied down nice 
and tidy at Boatyard Marina. 

Boathouse Marina is the former Stanford Marine 
Railway, where, for more years than you can comfortably 
count, Clarence Stanford built, repaired and generally looked 
after what seemed like half the boats on this part of the 
Potomac. Stanford died in 2006. Clarence’s widow Mary 
Virginia operated the yard until 2013 when she sold it to Bill 
Bowman of Richmond. 

Unlike a lot of great old boatyards, this one fell into 
good hands. Bowman, who has thousands of miles and 
hours of boating experience, knows what makes a good 
marina—good facilities and good customer service. He has 
fixed up the docks, dressed up the facilities and is on-hand 
to help boaters when they come in. 

I tidy up the boat for the evening, then amble down to 
the office in the old ship’s store where I sit and chat a bit 
with Bowman. He spends part of the week at the marina, 
living on his 50-some foot Burger and the rest at his home in 
Richmond, where he operates a construction company. He 
is also a dedicated boat collector. How many boats does he 
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have? Maybe 75 right now, he thinks, and shows me a 
couple of small antique racers in the workshop. He also 
invites me to the weekly potluck, but I inadvertently sleep 
through it when I sit down after giving the dogs their 
evening walk.

Colonial Beach is a great place for walking, built as it is 
on a peninsula and laid out in an easy-to-use grid pattern.  
So north and south, you can pretty much see from Potomac 
River to Monroe Bay. East and west, you can wander from 
Gum Bar Point to the highway. Most of the homes are 
cottages, lovingly but simply tended, built from the 1920s to 
the 1970s. It has become a popular place for people to retire.

When I walk over to Denson’s Grocery the next day for 
lunch, Rocky Denson is there to greet everyone, asking after 
one man’s family and another’s business. He knows them all 
and they know him. Denson’s is a nice story. Rocky’s family 
operated Denson’s Grocery in Colonial Beach for many 
years, but it closed years ago as most of them did with the 
advent of supermarkets. A few years ago, Rocky came back 
to Colonial Beach and opened Denson’s Grocery, which 
serves fresh local food and oysters. And Denson is a busy  
as can be.  !!!

CRUISE NOTE: Colonial Beach is full of stories like this, I just 
don’t have time here to tell them. It would be a better idea to 
come and hear them for yourself. It also has not one but two 
very good Vietnamese/French restaurants. You may be sure 

that’s a good story too.

Colonial Beach’s “LOVEwork” display—a 

tribute to Colonial Beach’s golf-cart town 

tradition, local beach vibe, and a tourist 

attraction, all in one.
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DAY 8: Cornfield Harbor 

Early the next morning, the 
Potomac is as still as a watercolor, 
so I pull in the lines and head out 

Monroe Bay and onto the Potomac. I 
have only one more night before I make 
the trek back up the Bay to Annapolis. 
Where shall it be? I consider Nomini 
Bay, remembering a lovely night there 
behind Sharks Tooth Island. Or the 
Yeocomico River. I know a nearly 
perfect anchorage in a deep cove just 
beyond Kinsale. Finally, I settle on the 
Coan, the last river on the Virginia side, 
and consider the possibilities. I’ve 
anchored on the main branch and also 
at the top of Kingscote Creek. The 
leaves Glebe. Yes, just the ticket, I 
decide, and settle back to enjoy the ride. 

I arrive at the entrance to the 
Coan in early afternoon. There is a 
soft breeze, and the sun is warm 
without heat.  I start up the Glebe and 
around the first bend come to a large 
bay. I sound it out and find plenty of 
water. Very nice. But no, I decide. 
Instead, I go to the top of the river, 
which makes a final dogleg before 
shallowing out. Yes, there are one or 
two places here as well that would 
make good anchorages. Still, I can’t 
get myself to drop the anchor. 

Finally, I understand the problem: 
I’m thinking of positioning myself for 
tomorrow’s trip up the Bay, which  
I’d like to do in one hop. Mentally,  
I’ve already left the Potomac. So,  
I recheck the night’s forecast: Five 
knots from the north. Okay, I know 
where I’m headed.

I come out of the Glebe then out 
of the Coan and make a beeline 

across the Potomac. I am going to 
drop anchor in Cornfield Harbor. I’ve 
passed the anchorage as many times 
as I’ve been in and out of the Potomac 
and as many times have thought, 
“That would make the ideal quick 
anchorage in the right weather.”

Cornfield Harbor is a small 
indentation in the shoreline behind 
Point Lookout at the Maryland mouth 
of the river, and over the centuries it 
has doubtless served as a passable 
haven for vessels from galleys to 
day-sailors. It’s not a good anchorage, 
but it’s convenient. 

The project starts just fine. I 
sound an area of six to eight feet, well 
off the beach, but in the lee of the 
night’s predicted north breeze. The 
anchor catches at once, and I let out a 
good bit of scope. The river is like a 
mill pond. The sunset is dazzling. 

“Ah, this is going to be great,” I 
tell the Ship’s Dogs and settle down 
for the night. 

Almost immediately, the predicted 
light north wind springs up out of the 
south and immediately pipes up to 10 
knots. Great, now we have a lee shore. 
Soon after, the ebb gets down to 
business and produces a smart cross 
chop. About midnight, the predicted 
light north wind from the south rises 
to 15 knots. At 3 o’clock, the flood tide 
clocks in and sets up a cross chop in 
the other direction. Zen bounces.  
Zen rolls. Zen sails restlessly at her 
anchor. Who can sleep? An hour 
before first light, even before I make 
coffee, I pull up the anchor and leave  
the Potomac.

YOU’LL WANT TO SEE THIS

CRUISE NOTE: Be smart. Go a bit father upriver 
to Smith Creek, where you’ll find half-a-dozen 
delightful and well-protected anchorages.
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DAY 9: Up the Bay,  
a short summing up

“All in all, it was a very fine 
cruise,” I tell the navigator 
trainee a bit sleepily as I 

watch the sun rise out of the  
Eastern Shore. We’re off Point No 
Point Light and I’ve made coffee  
by now, so I feel I can begin to think 
deeper thoughts. 

No, it was not at all the cruise 
I meant to make. But then it never is. 
Even if you manage to keep to your 
itinerary, the weather, the company, 
the sea conditions, the people you 
meet and the things you do are  
never the same as they were in  
your head. 

Allain de Botton in his book  
The Art of Travel tells of a fictional 
19th century Frenchman the Duc des 
Esseintes, who was obsessed with  
the idea of travel and foreign places, 
but never left his house. The trip, he 
believed, could never live up to his 
expectation of it. 

I had meant to make a long, 
meandering trip up on the Potomac, 
but I ended up with a quick week, 
chased by weather and obligations. 
Yet, unlike the Duc, I wouldn’t  
trade any of those days or any of  
those stops, even the last one. My 
feeling about that one is that if  
you survive it, it wasn’t that bad  
atall, and you end up with a  
better story.

So, here’s my final Cruise note: 

Cruising Editor Jody Argo Schroath, with 
the help and not infrequent hindrance 
of ship’s dogs Bindi and Sammy, goes up 
and down Bay’s rivers and creeks in 
search of adventure and good stories.

CRUISE NOTE: Get cruising and 
make some good stories!  !


